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Abstract: As individual becomes a part of social life, he/she starts to learn and interiorize gender roles determined by social structure. Like all social structures, this gender distinction can also be found in media content, because media products are both produced by individuals, who have cultural codes, and also reflect the values of the target audience addressed in order to attract attention. When media products are analysed as the reflectors of gender relations, it can be suggested that child roles used in television advertisements are dependent of these relations. Seeing advertisements between or during the programs he/she watches on television, the child perceives boys and girls as symbolic models. Therefore, investigating the awareness of parents about the contents of television advertisements their children watch, and children’s tendencies to take the contents in television advertisements as models is considered important. For this reason, the study aims to investigate parents’ opinions about taking these roles as models and their awareness about the connection between these roles and gender relations through child roles presented in television advertisements. Face-to-face interviews were conducted with 20 parents of male and female children between the ages of 7-14. As a result of the research, it was determined that parents do not consider child representations in advertisements realistic, they are aware of the gender-based distinctions between child characters in advertisements, and they are of the opinion that television advertisements have short term effects on children.
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1. Introduction

As individual becomes a part of social life, he/she starts to learn and interiorize gender roles. Like all social structures, this gender distinction can also be found in media content. When media products are analysed as a reflector of gender relations, it can be suggested that child roles featured in television advertisements are also constructed according to gender roles.

Among the studies which address the effects of gender roles within the context of television content it is observed that several researches focus on advertisements rather than television programs. Television commercial messages represent a significant part of television’s total output and very often use subtle production techniques designed to quickly grab the audience’s attention and impart pointed and persuasive messages to viewers which make direct connections with core audience needs and lifestyle preference (Furnham et al., 1997: 97). Also, as McArthur and Resko (1975: 210) suggested before, in television advertisements, not only products, but also female, male and child characters, who promote them, are presented. When these characteristics of television advertisements are evaluated, analysing the ways of using characters featured in advertisements becomes inevitable.

Several studies reveal the fact that characters in television advertisements act in accordance with gender roles, and that there is gender-based inequality between these characters. For instance, researches conducted in various countries such as United States (McArthur & Resko, 1975), United Kingdom (Manstead & McCulloch, 1981; Harris & Stobart, 1986; Livingstone & Green, 1986; Furnham & Bitar, 1993; Furnham & Skae, 1997), Italy (Furnham & Voli, 1989), Portugal (Neto & Pinto, 1998), Spain (Vallz-Fernandez & Martinez-Vicente, 2007); Bulgaria (Ibroscheva, 2007), Australia (Mazzella et al., 1992) and Turkey (Uray & Burnaz, 2003) determined a gender-based differentiation in television advertisements. “Overall, the studies seem to suggest an unequal representation of the sexes in television advertisements is the norm, not the exception” (Furnham et al., 1997: 92).

These gender roles, which are portrayed based on characters in television advertisements, are also important for the child featured in these advertisements. This is because seeing advertisements between or during the programs he/she watches on television, the child perceives boys and girls in these advertisements as symbolic models. Parents can also be determinants in influencing children about the time to watch television and channels they can watch. Therefore,
investigating the awareness of parents about the contents of television advertisements their children watch, and children’s tendencies to take the contents in television advertisements as models, is considered necessary.

In Turkey, there are various researches conducted on parents’ awareness towards television advertisements’ effects on children. For instance, Yetim & Sarıçam (2006: 341) investigated the parents’ level of awareness about the effect of cartoons on children. In the study, it was determined that parents are of the opinion that children are affected by cartoons negatively rather than positively, but they allow their children to choose any cartoon they want to watch since they are not well informed about the content. Karaca et al. (2007: 233) suggested that parents think that advertisements harm children and that they are problematic ethically.

On the other hand, as distinct from previous studies, this research aims to present highly educated parents’ awareness about gender identity of child roles and effect of these roles on their children. In this context, how gender roles of children in television are constructed will be addressed and possible effects of television advertisements on children will be explained. After this, findings obtained as a result of the interviews conducted with parents will be presented.

2. Gender of child roles in television advertisements

Gender differences portrayed in television programs intended for children were addressed by several researchers (Sternglanz & Serbin, 1974; Frueh & McGhee, 1975; Miller & Reeves, 1976; Jennings-Walstedt et al., 1980; McGhee & Frueh, 1980; Smith, 1994; Thompson & Zerbinos, 1995; Furnham et al., 1997; Browne, 1998; Uluyağcı & Yılmaz, 2007) and it was determined that there is a gender inequality in the contents of different programs intended for children.

Presentation of gender roles is among the main factors which affect children’s process of forming an opinion about gender. In this context, television is considered to be a major vehicle through which children learn about appropriate behaviours, particularly gender-appropriate behaviours, and about the relative desirability of performing those behaviours (Neto & Pinto, 1998: 153–154). Advertisements, which are frequently used in mass media, convey many behavioural codes related to gender to the target audience. Therefore, all kind of information presented in advertisements intended for children, shape their way of thinking (Gündüz-Kalan, 2010: 76).
Laying emphasis on the correlation between television viewing time and acting in accordance with gender role, Courtney and Whipple (1983: 45-46), argue that television advertisements “can influence intellectual development, change attitudes, contribute to aggressive behaviour in children, teach children how to become consumers, encourage prosocial attitudes and behaviours, be an agent of political socialization, and teach racial stereotypes.” In this respect, it can be suggested that television advertisements play a significant role in conveying all social roles and norms.

Children obtain information from the advertisements they see or hear through mass media, about how male and female individuals act differently, what men and women must like or how they must act as distinct from each other. On the other hand, the way characters seen in television are generally presented as handsome, easily encourages children to imitate them or take them as models. Advertisements are effective in learning social role of gender in that they are particularly intended for children and therefore reflect their adult gender roles. For this reason, advertisements function as a medium, which helps the reproduction of gender roles as a significant source for children to imitate adult individuals (Uluyağcı & Yılmaz, 2007: 148).

While a boy character featured in television advertisements is associated with a father, who earns money, chases work, struggles in public life, fights in the army and brings home the bread, girls are portrayed as children playing with dolls and associated with the mother motive, who takes care of housework, raises the children, takes interest in her physical beauty and care, and maintains the continuity of the house (Engin, 2013: 227). Also, in these advertisements, even if children sometimes ‘misbehave’ by acting against the codes of their gender roles, this can be corrected through the warnings of their mothers and fathers. In this context, Browne (1998: 87) argues that girls are never portrayed as playing with a toy ‘suitable’ for boys (for instance guns or lorries), while boys are never shown while playing a toy ‘suitable’ for girls (such as dolls). Smith (1994: 323), on the other hand, lays emphasis on the fact that boys are portrayed outside the house more than girls. In terms of the roles they assume, it can be suggested that girls and boys act in accordance with their gender, and boys act more actively, while girls act more passively (O’Kelly, 1974; Verna, 1975; Welch et al., 1979; Courtney & Whipple, 1983; Macklin & Kolbe, 1984).
It must also be emphasized that, in the advertisements which feature children, in addition to the differences between the roles of boys and girls, there are differences in the formal aspects of advertisements. For example, gender-typing in children’s advertisements has also been observed to occur at a structural level with male-oriented advertisements containing more cuts, loud music and boisterous activity, whereas female-oriented advertisements contained more fades and dissolves, soft music and quiet play (Welch et al., 1979: 204).

On the other hand, Fine (2011: 231) suggests that children’s media restricts children with gender roles, and it is even stricter than the real world during this process. Intensive presentation of gender roles through children’s media brought about criticisms about transformation of both children featured in advertisements, and those who watch them, into adults at early ages. For instance, Postman argues that the children we know of also changed due to mass media, and explains his criticism about early transformation of children into adulthood as follows:

“In United States, twelve and thirteen year old girls are among the most highly paid models. In the advertisements published/broadcast in all visual media, these girls are presented to the public in quite an erotic manner, and in the clothes of smarty and sexually attractive adults.” (Postman, 1995: 13)

However, it would be wrong to consider children as individuals who accept all the messages of television advertisements passively, because children are not sponges, who absorb everything conveyed to them. They also make decisions, interpret, accept and reject things. However, children are always exposed to various media content through heroes/heroines, monsters, puppets, good guys/bad guys and various roles given to male and female characters. For this reason, the child acquires several phenomena consciously or unconsciously, and learns them even if he/she does not want to (Tokgöz, 1979: 97–98).

On the other hand, although children do not accept the advertisement directly, it does not necessarily mean that children are capable of interpreting advertisements with a critical point of view. Therefore, it would not be wrong to suggest that influence of advertisements for children becomes more important when considered from this point of view. Not all advertisements influence children target audience at the same level, only the advertising message which is designed according to target audience becomes successful. Especially advertisements which are fictionalized based on a super hero, cartoon or game charac-
3. Evaluating the effect of television advertisements on children

Various researches conducted show that children are aware of roles and behaviours deemed suitable for different genders from their early ages. This awareness develops with the interiorization of gender determinedness and development of the capability to perceive cultural beliefs and norms (Marcus & Overton, 1978; Martin & Halverson, 1981; Stangor & Ruble, 1987). On the other hand, it can be suggested that children can make inferences about the behavioural patterns of not only individuals who they directly interact with, but also about characters they see in various media contents. For instance, in the research conducted by Mayes & Valentine (1979: 41) on the characters featured in cartoons, it was determined that children between the ages of 8-13 describe characters whose gender is not specifically known and who act more aggressively and dominantly as male, and characters with the opposite features, as female.

Children generally start to understand social norms and behavioural patterns of the culture, in which they live, when they are around 7 years old, and become aware of the differences in gender roles. After 8 years old, the child understands the complicated nature of sex, but can perceive the physiological details after 11. The child forms these first impressions under the influence of his/her own family. Observing the role division between mother and father and how they behave to each other, the child develops an idea about gender (Gündüz-Kalan, 2010: 80).

Awareness of the child, who starts to learn social values and norms at an early age, about the gender roles also develops during this period. It would not be wrong to argue that television advertisements also serve as a reinforcer in this socialization process. According to Bandura (2002: 126), media provide sym-
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bolic models for both children and adults. A significant amount of information about individuals’ values, ways of thinking and behavioural patterns, is learned by taking the content in the symbolic environment of media as a model. In this context, there are several models that can be observed in the process of learning gender roles in television (Ruble et al., 1981; Peirce, 1989; Browne, 1998).

The most important aspect of gender roles presented in television advertisements for children is the fact that these roles are learned by ‘taking them as models’ through ‘identification’ or ‘imitation.’ The child identifies himself/herself with male and female roles featured in the media or takes them as models through imitation. For instance, in a study Ruble et al. (1981: 667) conducted on children between the ages of 4-6, it was observed that children take the toys, which the children of the same gender in television play with, as model, and prefer toys, which are suitable for their gender. Therefore, stereotypes in advertising on children’s television programs have been a special problem because of their potential impact on gender socialization and, subsequently, children’s view of themselves and other people (Browne, 1998: 83).

According to Tokgöz (1979: 104), in majority of studies which investigate influence of television advertisements on children, it is stated that advertisements have two main effects on children:

- Through advertisements, children acquire basic categories which form the process of understanding social experiences.
- Advertisements direct the behaviours of children by including various examples from social structure into their context.

As mentioned above, television advertisements influence children by both providing them the basic categories through which they understand values of the social structure, and teaching them behavioural patterns, which helps them to adopt to the social structure. Considered from this perspective, it would not be wrong to suggest that, with the gender roles featured in television advertisements, children learn both how to evaluate gender roles, and how they can behave in accordance with these roles. Addressed in this context, as Zinkhan (1994: 2) emphasizes, it must be underlined that the most important ethical problem related to television advertisements is the fact that gender role stereotypes portrayed in advertisements are ignored, and it is essential to carry out studies in this field.
4. Aim and methodology

Within the scope of the study, we aim to investigate parents’ opinions about taking gender roles as models of children’s behaviour and their awareness about the connection between these roles and gender relations presented through child roles in television advertisements. For this purpose, answers were sought to the following questions:

- **RQ1**: Do parents think that child roles in television advertisement represent their children?
- **RQ2**: Do parents think that girls and boys in the television advertisements they watched assume different behaviours according to their gender? How do these roles become different from each other?
- **RQ3**: In parents’ opinion, what kind of effect this distinction between girls and boys in advertisements, creates or may create on their child?

Semi-structured interview technique was used in the study in order to find answers to the research questions. During the interviews, three different advertisements, which are broadcasted on Turkish televisions were shown to participants. Advertisements that are intended for children, and explicitly reflect gender roles through children shown to participants are as follows: Haribo candy advertisement, Evy Baby diaper advertisement, Çilek children’s room advertisement. After this, various questions were addressed to participants based on the advertisements they watched, in order to answer research questions.

Participants, who have sons and/or daughters between the ages of 7-14, were reached by using quota sampling method. Each interview conducted within the scope of the research lasted 20-30 minutes. Also, since the study was centred on parents’ evaluation of gender roles in television advertisements with a critical perspective, participants, with whom interviews were conducted, were included to the study provided that they have a high education background (university, master’s degree or doctorate graduates). In addition to this, participants were selected in a manner that they represent different occupational groups so that the study can provide different perspectives.

After interviews were completed, answers to the questions addressed were categorised and analysed. Also, two assistant professors, who are specialized on the subject, were always consulted during data collection stage, data analyses...
were checked and compared with literature and similar research analyses in order to achieve internal validity for the study. For the purpose of achieving external validity, direct quotations were made from the statements of participants while research report was prepared. We also recorded the data obtained from participants, common interview protocol was implemented during the interviews, data were classified under common titles and results were collected in order to achieve internal reliability for the study. For the purpose of achieving external validity, an assistant professor, who is specialized on the subject, reviewed the data and interpretations made as a result of the analyses.

5. Findings

Within the scope of the study, semi-structured face-to-face interviews were conducted with twenty participants in total, sixteen female and four male. One participant is between the ages of 30-35, three participants are between the ages of 36-40, nine participants are between the ages of 41-45, and five participants are between the ages of 46-50. One of the participants is single, while nineteen are married. As far as educational background is considered, seventeen participants are graduates of bachelor’s degree, and three of them hold of postgraduate degree. Vocational distribution of participants is as follows: eight housewives, two managers at private companies, three specialists at private companies, one veterinary, one doctor, two company owners, two engineers and one teacher.

It is observed that the majority of participants in the study are housewives. In this context, the gender role expectations for the housewives in Turkey are considered worthy to be mentioned. Within the framework of the role of ‘housewife’, women are assumed to be responsibility for all domestic affairs (such as cleaning the house, cooking food, shopping for the house) and take primary care of their children. Therefore, women who were housewives in the study were treated as if they were working full-time, just like other female participants.

Findings, which were obtained based on participants’ opinions about the content of television advertisements intended for children, and effects of these advertisements on children are given below.
5.1. Parents’ opinions about the representation of child characters in television advertisements

In the first research question, participants’ opinions about ‘to what extent girls and boys in television advertisements represent the children in real life’ were asked. According to this, the number of parents who are of the opinion that children in advertisements represent the children in real life, was six. On the other hand, fourteen parents stated that children in both advertisements they watched within the scope of the study, and advertisements they remember do not represent the children they see in real life.

According to twelve participants, who think that television advertisements do not represent children in real life, this is so because child characters featured in advertisements come from a high socio-economic background, and these characters do not reflect the educational and income level of Turkey realistically. Two participants stated that it is very obvious that children repeat the lines they memorized, and this causes child characters to be portrayed as characters far from reality. Some of the statements of parents, who think that representation of children in advertisements is problematic, are given below:

*I don’t think that they represent. It’s always the children of highly educated, urban families in advertisements. This does not reflect the income, education level of Turkey, and Turkish family structure.* (S.B., 44, Company owner)

*Children of educated, white collar mothers and fathers are featured. We see children, who are living in expensive houses and driving luxurious cars.* (H.M., 45, Specialist at a private company)

*Always certain children types are used in advertisements. That’s why they do not seem realistic to me. (...) And also, they all have modern and elegant rooms, houses. Such families reflect a certain section of Turkey.* (Y.B., 47, Veterinary)

*It is very obvious that children in advertisements repeat memorized lines, and their behaviour is based on their roles; that’s why it is not possible for them to represent children in real life.* (M.Y., 48, Housewife)
5.2. Parents’ opinions about the gender roles of male and female children in television advertisements

Within the scope of the second research question, based on the advertisements they watched, questions related to whether there are any differences in the roles of girls and boys in the advertisements, or whether various behaviour of children (the games they play, their communication with family members and interaction with their friends) vary according to their gender, were addressed to parents. Also, the question whether they observe any such difference not only in the advertisements they watched within the scope of the study, but other advertisements they watched, was asked to the parents.

Seventeen of participants stated that they observed a difference in the roles assumed by child characters according to their gender. According to participants who think that there is a differentiation based on gender roles, boys are generally featured in car advertisements or portrayed while they are playing football with their friends in the garden or in their house. On the other hand, girls are portrayed while playing with their dolls or household goods, and they act more calmly and maturely. Some of the statements from participants about their observations related to gender-based differences are given below:

In advertisements, the girl is generally playing with dolls, while boys are playing with cars or ball. In my opinion, boys are mostly equipped with violence. (M.Y., 50, Manager at a private company)

Boys are always shown while playing ball, jumping around, that is, in a mischievous mood. Girls are making cage, or bringing ice-cream to other members of the household in a calmer manner. We can say that girls are more clear-headed. (F.A., 37, Housewife)

In addition to this, participants drew attention to the fact that content of advertisements may also be different according to the gender of children. Some of the statements by participants are given below:

For example, in milk advertisements, boys are playing more actively. Because the possibility of becoming professional basketball players is higher for them. On the other hand, in the advertisements which feature girls, the girl grows up and becomes a mother, and gives the same milk to her daughter. The difference is quite obvious. (H.Ü, 41, Specialist at a private company)
Boys generally misbehave and dirty up their clothes; for example, in detergent advertisements, children with stained clothes come home. Yes, that’s why they act differently according to their gender. (S.İ., 39, Housewife)

Participants also stated that relationship of children with their parents in the advertisements is different according to their gender. Five participants stated that girls are portrayed as imitating their mother, while boys are portrayed as imitating their father. On the other hand, four participants stated that girls are portrayed as spending more time with their father, and boys are portrayed as spending more time with their mother. Some of the statements by participants about the differences in child characters’ communication with family members according to their gender, are given below:

I think that boys seem to be spending more time with their father. For instance, in this advertisement [at this point, participant refers to the Çilek room advertisement he is watching], the boy shows his father how to drive, girls are generally not portrayed as individuals who are interested in cars. (…) Girls imitate their mother for instance, in Evy Baby advertisement, girls are dressed like their mother and going shopping. (H.M., 45, Expert at a private company)

I think that, in advertisements, boys are portrayed as spending more time with mother, while girls are portrayed as spending more time with their father. For instance, the girl and her father make a cake together. The boy and his mother play football. (G.K., 41, Housewife)

5.3. Parents’ opinions about the effect of child roles in television advertisements on their own children

In the last chapter of the research, questions were addressed to participants about whether television advertisements have an influence on their children, if so, what kind of influences there are. Seven participants stated that, they are of the opinion that neither advertisements they watched within the scope of the study, nor other advertisements their children watch, influence their children. According to these advertisements, children do not pay a significant attention to television advertisements. According to one participant, television advertisements attract the attention of children at early ages for a short span of time since they are very colourful and loud.
On the other hand, thirteen participants in the research stated their observation that television advertisements have an influence on both their children and other children around them. However, while nine of the participants stated that this effect is not very significant and is forgotten by children in a short time, four participants stated that children do not forget advertisement slogans or lines in the advertisements. Some of the statements by participants, who think that advertisements have an effect on children, are as follows:

*Generally, they may imitate some behaviour which attract their attention in the advertisement. But this doesn’t last long. After a while, they forget to act like that.* (T.K., 35, Housewife)

*I think it doesn’t affect their behaviour directly. But they may keep on saying advertisement’s slogan or a line. I think that this is the most important aspect that affects children...* (F.G., 41, Housewife)

Three participants who are of the opinion that television advertisements are influential, also stated that other media products such as films and series stand out more in terms of influencing children. In this context, some of the statements by participants about their opinion on the effects of television advertisements on children are given below:

*I don’t think that children are very into advertisements. There are other programs such as cartoons, television series, which affect them more. They are influenced by the characters in these programs more. Advertisements play a secondary role compared to other programs.* (F.K., 43, Housewife)

*Television advertisements may also be influential, but I think that children do not remember them well since they keep changing. (…) I believe that cartoons are more effective. The child watches a cartoon until he/she grows up. For instance, Pepe or Dora the Explorer, all kind of products are released to the market with these products as brands. From bags to bed spreads. The child forgets the products he/she sees in the advertisement but does his/her best to convince the parent to buy goods which feature these characters.* (F.A., 37, Housewife)
6. Conclusion

With the process of socialization, the individual starts to learn gender roles determined by social structure and interiorize those which are suitable for his/her gender. This gender-based difference is also reflected in media content. In this respect, advertisements, which are among important media products, also reflect this differentiation between genders with both content and form.

As Bandura (2002: 126) argues, when analysed as symbolic models, it would not be wrong to suggest that advertisements provide infinite number of characters, which can serve as models for the target audience. Therefore, investigating the awareness of parents about the contents of television advertisements their children watch, and children's tendencies to take the contents in television advertisements as models was aimed within the scope of the research. For this reason, parents' opinions about taking these roles as models and their awareness about the connection between these roles and gender relations through child roles presented in television advertisements were investigated in the study.

According to research results, parents stated that child characters featured in television advertisements do not represent children in real life. According to the parents who participated in the research, child characters featured in television advertisements have a high socio-economic background, and therefore do not reflect the educational and economic level of Turkey realistically. In addition to this, parents stated that behavioural patterns and roles of children in television advertisements are different according to their gender. According to participants, while boys are portrayed as behaving more actively outside the house, girls are portrayed as spending more time at home and performing more passive activities. Also, according to parents, the content of the advertisement may also be determinant for the gender of child character featured in that advertisement, and the family member, with whom the child establishes intimate relationship (mother and father) differs according to child character's gender. In addition to this, parents stated that they think that children are influenced by the advertisements they watch, but they are not of the opinion that this influence is at high levels. According to them, the aspects of advertisements which affect children most are catchy slogans and lines. However, this effect continues for quite a short period of time and it is forgotten by children after a while.

Therefore, it can be suggested that parents do not find child representation in advertisements realistic, child characters in advertisements are portrayed dif-
ferently according to their gender, and they have a certain level of awareness about this. In addition to this, it was determined that parents are not aware of television advertisements’ effect on their children, and they are even of the opinion that there is no such effect. There are a number of studies (Calvert & Aletha, 1987; Luecke-Aleksa et al., 1995; Signorielli, 1990; Signorielli, 2001) highlighting that gender roles in television commercials have an impact on how children perceive gender differences and learn to discriminate on gender roles. However, in the interviews conducted, it has been one of the important findings of research that parents have expressed that TV commercials do not have much effect on their children. In the next studies to be carried out, it is important to focus not only the commercials, but also the effect of different media texts on children and perceptions held by parents.
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